
MultiTouch partners with Ventuz on interactive touch
display at NAB 2013

Combination of sophisticated technologies from industry leaders will deliver a
visually stimulating interactive experience Visit MultiTouch at Exhibitor 2013 in
Las Vegas, booth #1045

MultiTouch Ltd, the world leader in interactive display systems, has announced that it
will  collaborate  with  Ventuz  Technology  to  create  interactive  touch  display
demonstrations  at  the  2013  NAB Show,  taking  place  at  the  Las  Vegas  Convention
Center in Las Vegas at booth #SL6830.

A  developer  of  3D  real-time technologies  for  the  broadcast  segment,  Ventuz  will
combine its leading-edge authoring applications with MultiTouch’s MultiTaction Cell
55” LCD displays, resulting in a visually-stimulating, interactive experience for users.

The installation will include three MultiTaction Ultra-Thin Bezel 55” displays and two
standalone MultiTaction tables that will run the applications created by Ventuz’s high
profile clients. These include Spotted Zebra – a UK based provider of 3D graphics,
Molden  Media  –  a  Germany  based  broadcast  agency,  and  Ventuz’s  own  tools  for
creating touch content.

MultiTaction displays provide the world’s most cutting-edge touch, gesture and object
recognition  capabilities  with  the  innovative  ability  to  accommodate  an  unlimited
number  of  simultaneous  users.  Ventuz  will  use  these  benefits  to  demonstrate  a
pre-release of the newest generation of their software suite Ventuz 4, which offers an
enhanced video engine for outstanding performance, and will also introduce Ventuz
Director which serves as a control tool for Ventuz content.

“MultiTouch’s  innovative  MultiTaction  displays  provide  the  best  format  for  live,
interactive  demonstrations,”  says  Timo  Korpela,  general  manager  of  MultiTouch
Americas.  “Our  MultiTaction  series  of  LCD  displays  easily  integrate  with  Ventuz’s
software  suite  to  take  users  on  a  graphical  journey  through  interaction,  further
proving the plethora of opportunities MultiTouch displays offer to enterprise users in
various spaces including broadcasting studios.”

MultiTaction  displays  can  be  utilised  for  public  installations  in  a  variety  of
environments including corporate, retail, education, museum, and exhibitor spaces.
With the versatility of the displays, they can be mounted on a wall or used in a table
format by being embedded in custom furniture to accommodate any use. With a 1.9
mm bezel in the bottom and left side of the cell, and a 3.8 mm bezel on the top and
right side, the 55” Ultra-Thin Bezel displays provide a near seamless multi-display
interactive  installation.  This  creates  the  smallest  possible  intrusion  to  the  visible
surface area, with an average mullion of only 5.7 mm from pixel to pixel and a depth
of  only  200  mm.  The  displays  also  provide  ultra-fast  response  time  with  200  fps
operation.

Combined with MultiTouch proprietary Enriched Reality technology which leverages



real-life objects in studio environments, MultiTaction displays are the next generation
product for broadcasters looking to bring interactive content to live programming and
improve viewer engagement.

For further information, please visit www.multitaction.com, as well as the MultiTouch
YouTube channel at youtube.com/multitaction, and twitter.com/multitaction.
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MultiTaction® is a registered trademark of MultiTouch Ltd.

About MultiTouch Ltd
MultiTouch is a leading developer of interactive display systems, based on proprietary
software and hardware designs. The company is headquartered in Helsinki, Finland,
with  U.S.  offices  in  Silicon  Valley,  California,  New  York  City  and  an  office  in
Singapore. The company’s systems are currently in use in more than 50 countries
around the globe. For more information, please visit www.multitaction.com.

About MultiTaction
Aimed at installations in retail, education, real estate, exhibitions and corporate use,
MultiTaction® Cell multitouch displays boast the world’s most advanced interaction
features and an ultra-fast 200 fps tracking, enabling the most engaging interactive
user experiences to be deployed. Based on MultiTouch’s proprietary Computer Vision
Through Screen technology, MultiTaction Cells are designed for multiple concurrent
input methods, including fingers, hands, pens and Enriched Reality: interaction with
real-life objects, and can be stacked to create very large interactive surfaces in a
variety of shapes to be interacted with by unlimited number of concurrent users. Full
networking capabilities allow for cloud applications and social media integration as
well as remote management and monitoring.


